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Please inspect the packaging for external signs of damage. Open the package carefully and keep all packaging materials,
including the box, until the item has been determined to be undamaged.

If you determine an item to be damaged, please inform BEEcosystem immediately at info@beecosystem.eu to receive advice
on how to proceed. Typically, BEEcosystem will ask the customer to photograph the damaged item and email the images to
info@beecosystem.eu so that the shipping company can be informed of physical evidence of damage.

All claims of damages must be reported within 3 business days of receipt of item. No items or components can be returned
without prior authorization by BEEcosystem. Upon receipt of damaged items or components, BEEcosystem will determine
whether the item or component can be repaired or replaced and at what, if any, cost. BEEcosystem will notify the customer
as soon as possible with an approximate timeframe for an item repair or component replacement delivery. Shipping and/or
return shipping charges may be nonrefundable.

Upon receiving product shipment

Product and Use Care and Maintenance
Some local municipalities and state governments do regulate laws pertaining to beekeeping in specific areas, and customers
should review any local regulations that might exist in their area before beginning beekeeping. The customer understands
that beekeeping involves handling live venomous insects, and undertakes this activity entirely at their own risk.

Keep product out of reach of children—if children are to come in proximity with the product, hive should be mounted
out of reach, and the side vents / screens should be more permanently affixed by stapling them onto the hexagonal hive
body so that they are made to be non-removable. (These screens deliberately do not come standard affixed by staples,
because if product is left alone and away from children, screens will hold themselves in place by, but can also be unscrewed
and removed if desired, in order to add additional modular HexHive units.) Small parts are a choking hazard, and must also
be kept away from children.
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1. Clear acrylic with screw inserts to secure hive
2. Red acrylic with screw inserts for easy attachability
3. Mason Jar Top Feeder
4. Removable Top Bar Frames
5. Wooden Tube Attachment with Safety Closure
6. Side Screens
7. Removable drawer

Product Diagrams
Front Opening / Key Features
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A PRACTICAL CLEANING DRAWER:
We included a cleaning drawer right below the screened-off “bottom board”—indoors or outdoors, simply open up the bottom
drawer to wipe out any discarded beeswax caps or fallen debris, while your bees remain safely inside the hive above the “bottom
board” screen. The cleaning drawer can additionally be used in conjunction with other commercial honeybee pest treatments or
hygienic products, which can be applied to the inside surface of the drawer to detect and trap unwanted pests like mites, wax
months or hive beetles, or those which work by evaporative volatile action.

A SIMPLIFIED HIVE-TOP FEEDER:
We designed a hive-top feeder that uses standard mason jars. During the beginning of the spring beekeeping season, as well as at
other times when few flowers are in bloom and the natural nectar flow is low, sucrose solutions (regular table sugar + water) are
commonly used to provide honeybees with extra calories. While sucrose is not particularly nutritious, bees certainly need the extra
calories from time to time, for example, in the highly energy-intensive process of building new beeswax. Mason jars not only look
simple and elegant, but are readily available everywhere, and easy to use when preparing and storing sugar solutions for the
feeder. Some other honeybee dietary supplements like raw pollen or soluble compounds can also be fed through the hive-top
feeder screen. When not being used for feeding, the hive-top can be covered for weather protection on outdoor hives.

A PHYSIO-LOGICAL NIGHTTIME COVER:
We redesigned the observation hive nighttime viewing cover using a plexiglass that filters through only red colored light. Just like us,
honeybees use sunlight to regulate their natural day-night cycles in a “circadian rhythm.” This means that nighttime artificial
(human) lighting, whether indoor or outdoor, has the potential to confuse bees about what time of day it is. Other existing
observation hives will suggest piling blankets over the hive viewing window at night, or offer bulky quilt cover add-ons. Because
honeybees’ color vision is shifted toward the violet side of the visible light spectrum, bees can actually see some colors of natural
light that we call “ultraviolet”—but bees also don’t see as much red light as the human eye, maxing out at a ~600nm visible
electromagnetic wavelength (versus the human eye’s 700nm perceivable red maximum). We used honeybees’ visual physiology to
design a semi-transparent red light-filtering plexiglass nighttime viewing cover, which simply slides on and off via the 2 pins, overtop
of the regular daytime clear plexiglass viewing window. So after dark, cover up your hive viewing window, you’ll still see your
honeybees (tinted red), but they won’t see you.

Hive Features and Accessories
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ELEGANT, NATURAL FRAMES:
We incorporated 6 specially sized “foundationless” top bar style frames into each hexagonal hive body. We want BEEcosystem to
functionally resemble as natural a beehive as possible, and wanted the hive to show the processes of honeybees building up their
colony and new comb, that’s why we chose to eliminate all plastic frame foundations, ensuring that the view of the colony is never
obstructed, and making it easy to harvest raw cut comb honey. These “foundationless” top-bar style frames resemble those used
in typical Warre hives or Top Bar hives, and allow the bees to naturally build their comb downward from the suspended wedge-
angled bars.

SAFETY CLOSURE SYSTEM:
If you plan to setup your BEEcosystem hive indoors, we understand if you may have concerns about failsafes, that’s why we include
spring-loaded safety closure hinges. No other existing observation hive employs this type of simple auto-closure mechanism. With
our integrated safety closure hinge, should the transfer tube ever become disconnected at the hive body, the spring-loaded hinge
automatically seals off the honeybees to remain safely inside the hive body unit until the tube disconnection can be corrected.

NONINVASIVE WINDOW UNIT:
Existing indoor observation hives require the beekeeper to drill a hole from the inside to the outside of an exterior wall to
accommodate the simple transfer tube that bees crawl through to come and go from indoors to outdoors. When practically every
exterior wall today seems to have sliding windows, we think this is a silly suggestion. Instead, especially for first-time observation
hive beekeepers, we at BEEcoystem strongly recommend you try out your indoor hive setup first by building a simple non-invasive
window insert. 

This can allow anyone to experiment with a new indoor hive setup, without damaging property by drilling a hole through the wall.
The solution is to use a simple “hole saw” 1-5/8” (= 4.3 cm) to cut a circular hole in another material, which can then be cut to
length to fit snugly inside your windowsill. Such a “window unit insert” attachment can be made from a firm foam block, almost any
type of wood / lumber, or really any other material relatively insulating and weatherproof enough for your own needs and that can
be cut. Since the alternative is to cut a hole in your exterior wall, even if you ultimately decide that is the best option for you in the
future, we at BEEcosystem strongly recommend first trying out your observation hive through a invasive modification. 

All BEEcosystem hives can be setup both indoor and outdoor, so there is no need to choose now, we include everything you need
to install your hive either indoors or outdoors, and you can always change your mind after you order or in subsequent beekeeping
seasons.
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Follow these setup instructions BEFORE installing any bees in your hive.

*If mounting your hive indoors, you will be cutting your own window unit insert and clear plastic transfer tube to length, and will
need a measuring tape, hole saw; saw, knife, or other cutting implement (*if cutting window unit insert to length); as well as a
Phillips-Head screw driver to attach the wall-mount bracket) and a hex key. Make sure your measurements are accurate, and
always make your first cuts such that both the transfer tube and any window unit insert will each be LONGER than you think is
really necessary, remember that you can always cut something shorter, but you can never lengthen it once it has been cut.

So err on the side of caution, and trim down lengths by making multiple cuts!

Setup Instructions
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 Choose a wall where you will mount the hive. The hive must be
mounted to an in-wall stud or structural member, never only
mounted into drywall. This is critically important, because as
honeybees fill the hive with beeswax, pollen, nectar, and eventually
create honey, the hive will gain weight over time, eventually weighing
up to ~40 pounds.
 If you are mounting INDOORS, ideally this wall space will be as close
as possible to an operable sliding window, one that has a vertical
opening or horizontal sill less than 4 feet long (the length of your
window unit insert), mounting near an operable window is necessary
in order to utilize a noninvasive window unit insert, which lets you run
the transfer tube from indoors to outdoors without any invasive
modifications to an exterior wall. Window opening can be as wide as
your chosen window unit insert material (options typically include any
kind of rigid foam or wood/lumber, which can be stained or painted
to match windowsill if made permanent.

1.

2.

 



Connection tubing length and angle/steepness should
always be minimized to improve bee traffic flow.
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When choosing where to place your hive, you want to choose a place
that MINIMIZES the length of your transfer tube (i.e. again, as close to
an operable window as possible).

We provide at least 3 feet of tubing, but shortening the tube is better,
because the tube is the entrance/exit of the hive, it is a natural
bottleneck area, and minimizing length will improve bee “traffic flow.”

Cutting the window unit: Remember, measure at least twice to ensure
accuracy, and cut the window unit longer than necessary, foam or
wood should be cut as long as possible to ensure airtight fit between
your window and sill. Cut your entry/exit tubing hole into one end of
your ‘window unit insert’ material, not right in the center—this helps
further minimize excess tubing length, which is among the most
important considerations in placing your hive.

Cut your chosen window unit insert material (*we recommend a rigid
foam material for the easiest initial setup, or a wood/lumber/plexiglass
material to match your windowsill for a more permanent installation) to
your chosen window’s measured width (for double-hung windows) or
height (for vertically-sliding windows). Test your first cut by putting the
window unit insert into the window; if still too long, trim incrementally
until you reach the desired window unit insert length, to achieve an
airtight fit the exact length of your windowsill.

If choosing to mount OUTDOORS, the hive should be mounted in a place that will minimize its exposure to direct sunlight and to
precipitation. Ideally, this is a shady place where it will never receive direct sunlight on the plexiglass viewing-window’s face, this is
because too much sunlight has the potential to overheat the hive’s internal temperature. The location must also have overhead
coverage to prevent direct exposure to overhead precipitation. While natural waxes or oils (such as tung oil) can be used to apply
an organic protective finish the hive, the hive is never meant to hold up and sustain against regular precipitation.
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2. Attach the Wall-Mount Bracket to a stud or other structural wall member.

Regardless of INDOOR or OUTDOOR, use a screwdriver to attach the Wall Mount Bracket, catching-lip side up on the wall cleat,
into your chosen structural wall member. If you have a power screwdriver/drill, this will go quicker; when possible, using a level
and predrilling pilot holes is always recommended. Hang the hive on the mounted wall bracket to ensure it fits on snugly, but can
also be lifted off. While precision is usually less critical on the first HexHive that is hung, it will be very important to be
geometrically accurate when adding each additional HexHive unit after the first. Always have someone help you, lifting the hive to
where it will be located once the bracket is mounted, and then use a pencil to mark on the wall where the top of that next
HexHive unit will be. From that mark, measure down and mark again. This lower mark will represent the bottom of the wall-mount
bracket that you will attach to the wall.

See more info on Modular Expansion on Page 9
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3. Cutting the Transfer Tube (INDOOR ONLY): remember, measure at least twice to ensure accuracy, and cut the
transfer tube at least 6 inches longer than you at first think will be necessary. The transfer tube is a heavy food-grade
clear vinyl, and does not flex very easily—this makes erring on the side of caution in your measurements even more important,
since making the tube bend at 90-degree angles or in any S-bends may take more tubing than you initially believe from
measuring a straight line.

With the Window Unit inside your window (predrilled hole as close
as possible to the hive; and the hive hanging on the attached Wall-
Mount Bracket, use the tube itself to get a feel for how long it will
need to be cut.

Notice how the tube naturally bends, and how it flexes and resists.

Notice that if you will be bending the tube to have it go through
the pre-drilled hole in the window unit, it will require some extra
length of tubing in order to make that bend, since the tubing is
very thick and rigid. Also remember to account for the thickness of
the Window Unit itself, which the transfer tube will go through, as
well as an inch into the HexHive itself so that it is securely
attached!

Cut the clear Transfer Tube to your measured length + at least 6
inches. Test your first cut by attaching the transfer tube to both
the window unit and to the hive. Transfer tube is a tight fit on
purpose (you don’t want it to disconnect accidentally!)—wiggling
the window unit and wooden tube connection piece back and
forth over the tube will ease the pieces together; alternatively, you
can use a hair dryer, heat gun, or hot water to soften the tubing
and make it easier to insert. If still too long, trim incrementally until
you reach the desired length.

(Optional)



If you bundle-order multiple HexHives together, it is always easier to measure both/all eventual wall-mount HexHive locations at
the same time, all before you install the new colony into your 1st HexHive in your BEEcosystem observation hive. However, *you
may also add new/multiple HexHives to expand your BEEcosystem observation hive’s interior space, even AFTER your colony has
already built comb in your 1st/initial HexHive(s).* You will want 2 people to measure and mount.

With screens (2) attached to the 2 to-be adjoined HexHives (screened off on both sides, have 1 person firmly hold the new/next
HexHive 6”/10cm away from the existing wall-mounted HexHive (the one already occupied by your observation colony), person 1
getting closer as if to attach it, holding very firmly.

The 2nd person should hold the wall-mount bracket, aligning it with the new/next HexHive’s bracket, and marking on the wall with
pencil to verify later where to mount the next/new HexHive’s final wall-mount bracket.

Person 1 should move the new/next HexHive closer slowly and firmly to the connecting point of the existing colony, while person 2
marks with a pencil multiple reference points for the line to mark the new wall-mount bracket.

Modular Expansion
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There are many different ways to get started beekeeping, including nucleus (or “nuc”) hives, inheriting an already established
colony, luring or capturing a wild/feral swarm, however, here we exclusively explain the most typical way to start a BEEcosystem
hive: package bees.

Package bees are bred in most countries. The most typical packages are sold as a “3-pound package,” which will contain ~10,000
worker bees and ONE newly-mated queen. (Packages without queens can also be ordered, which are instead used to strengthen
existing weaker colonies whose numbers have dwindled dangerously low over the winter.)

If you are starting your package bees in a new BEEcosystem observation hive, your bees won’t have any wax comb built up yet on
the top bar frames, this means that they need to get a strong start in their new hive, because it takes a lot of calories and energy
for bees to produce beeswax. The best timing to start your package bees is whenever the flowers start to really come into full
bloom in your area. You should also feed your bees sugar solution right away, giving them extra ‘freebie’ calories to get going in the
springtime and starting to build their wax comb as quickly as possible. (Mix 2 parts granulated table sugar with 1 part hot water;
shake vigorously until all sugar is dissolved; let sugar solution cool to ambient air temperature before feeding to your colony via a
mason jar, with a few small holes poked into the lid of a mason jar placed upside-down atop the hive-top feeder.)

Installing Bee Packages
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Package bees ship through mail are in roughly shoebox-sized wooden cages, where the long sides of the cage are screened-in to
provide the bees with plenty of ventilation. The queen bee is kept in a separate internal “queen cage,” usually along with two or
three “attendant” workers, with the cage secured to the top of the inside of the package, and the rest of the ~10,000 workers
clustering around it. A simple sugar solution feeder is also included in the package, which consists of a metal can with a few holes
poked in the bottom, this feeder also serves as the ‘door’ to open the package of bees.

It is usually best to install package bees into the hive as soon as possible, hopefully within 48 hours max, and during the early
morning, late afternoon, or early evening – the times when bees are least interested in flying/foraging. Package bees that are well
fed, and have been cooled slightly (50–60°F ~ 10–15°C) in a dry, dark place are the most well-behaved during their installation into
their new hive. Do not store package bees at temperatures above 80°F (26°C), and avoid direct sunlight exposure if at all possible.



 Your chosen protective gear (face veil at least is recommended)
 Spray bottle with prepared 50% sugar solution
 Smoker tool
 Hive tool
 Bee brush

Your package bee supplier will provide more detailed instructions; but in a nutshell, here’s 10 step-by-step
instructions on how to open your package bees and install them inside your hive:

You will need:

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

*Unless you are a very experienced beekeeper, you probably want to wear some protective gear for this; while an entire
beekeeping suit is not necessarily required, it’s a good idea to use rubber bands or velcro straps to securely close long sleeves
around your wrists and long pants tightly around your ankles. A beekeeping face veil is a very comforting, borderline essential,
piece of protective equipment, stings aren’t usually bad, but getting a sting in the face can ruin your next 24+ hours. At
BEEcosystem, we don’t ever wear gloves, because we feel the beekeeper loses too much finger dexterity. If your gloves are bulky,
and you accidentally kill a bee, the dead bee often releases a pheromone that encourages other bees to lookout, which makes
them become more defensive and generally upset. While not 100% sting-proof, latex gloves can be a nice compromise, since they
preserve a good amount of finger dexterity (to avoid accidentally crushing any bees), and they also provide a first line of defense
against stings, stingers tend to get stuck in just the latex and can be easily removed.*

EVEN IF YOUR BEECOSYSTEM HIVE WILL EVENTUALLY BE WALL-MOUNTED INDOORS, PACKAGE BEE INSTALLATIONS
(AND ALL OPEN-HIVE MAINTENANCE) SHOULD ALWAYS BE DONE OUTDOORS.

Before opening the package, spray the bees down a bit with ambient temperature 50% sugar solution from a spray bottle,
spraying directly through the screened sides. (This keeps them distracted when you open up the package, and focused on eating
instead of flying!)

Have your hive laying down on its back/wall mount side (i.e. plexyglass viewing-window-side-up). If you haven’t already, carefully
pull forward to remove the red acrylic nighttime cover; then do use your hex tool to remove the screws that hold the clear
plexiglass viewing window, and set the window nearby so that you can replace it quickly after your bees are inside the hive. Your
hive should now be open and ready to receive the bees. Make sure the hive is fully mounted before you install bees.
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Remove the feeder can from the package of bees, usually a piece of wood will be stapled over it on the top of the package, use
a hive tool or flathead screwdriver to pry the wood slat off, and then pry the edge of the sugar feeder until you can carefully lift
the feeder up through the top of the package. (It helps to firmly knock one corner of the package against the ground first,
knocking the bees off of the feeder can and onto the bottom of the package.) Your package is now open, so you want to
work as quickly as possible.

The queen cage will either be attached to the bottom of the sugar feeder, or just inside the top hole of the package. Remove
the queen cage first, and check to make sure your queen is alive! (If she is not, you will need to document this immediately and
send the picture to the breeder who you purchased your package bees from.) Set the feeder can or the piece of wood back
over the hole in the package for a minute or two while you deal with the queen cage first.

Usually there will be a small cork over the sugar-fondant plug on your queen cage. Remove the cork, and then use a toothpick,
pin, needle, or very small nail to make a hole SMALLER THAN A BEE through the fondant candy (~1/8”). BE VERY CAREFUL NOT
TO POKE OR HARM YOUR QUEEN BEE!!! (The fondant candy is kind of like a queen release time bomb — the bees eat through
the fondant to release the queen in 24 to 48 hours, and by the time she is freed, they are all used to her smell and know that
she is their queen.)

Carefully place the queen cage in the empty hive, making sure that the partially holed-through fondant candy plug (as well as
the mesh side of the queen cage) is accessible to the other worker bees that you will soon place in the hive. Worker bees need
to be able to feed the queen through the mesh and also chew through the fondant plug in order to free her from the cage. In
the BEEcosystem observation hive, place the queen cage on the lower level of top bars, mesh side up and fondant plug
accessible.

Next, the rest of the bees go into the hive! (This can be the most daunting part for beginners, but it is also the most fun in
retrospect, especially if you’re a first-time beekeeper!) Make sure your bees are sprayed down with 50% sugar solution via the
spray bottle, just so that their wings are a bit wet. Then, knock the package against the ground firmly, so that the
majority of bees fall to the bottom into a clump or “bee ball.”

Gently and firmly shake the package bees into the open hive. You may knock them against the ground once or twice more to
gather the remaining straggler bees, making sure that all of the workers go into the hive.
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Now that your queen cage is uncorked, and your worker bees are in the hive, simply close up your hive as carefully as possible,
taking care not to injure any bees around the edges. You may use your hive tool to gently spread out any clumps of bees that
are bulging out too much to prevent the hive window from laying flat enough across the front of the hive to close it, and/or use
a “bee brush” to push any bees around the edges back inside before closing up the hive. Once flat, use your Phillips-Head to
screw the hive window closed.

If you have a few straggler bees that remained in the package or that fell onto the ground, try to leave the hive open overnight
by sliding up one of the side vent screens (just ever so slightly open!) and in the same place as the package on the ground near
the hive entrance, just to give your straggler bees a chance to find their way inside the hive. If you can’t leave your hive out and
in place overnight to save them all, don’t fret — you’ve got the vast majority of them already— honeybee mortality is just a hard
fact of life for all beekeepers, and sometimes you inadvertently lose a few.

And that’s it! If you’re installing your bees in a new BEEcosystem observation hive, you will move it to its final wall-mounted
location, and connect the transfer tube from the hive to your window unit (if the observation hive is indoors).

It is also very important to immediately and continually be feeding your newly installed package bees with sugar
syrup solution, at least until the flower bloom and nectar flow are going strong in your area. With a BEEcosystem
observation hive, sugar syrup solution is fed through a mason jars on the top of the hive; with other types of hives like
Langstroths, feeders will be placed inside the hive, atop the frames and inside an empty/frameless top box. Within the first 3–4
weeks of establishing a new colony from packaged bees, seeing the numbers of bees in your colony fall by a third is completely
normal. This visible mortality happens because it takes a full 3 weeks for new adult worker bees to develop, during which time
older workers from your package will die off naturally. After a month, the net amount of worker bees in your hive should start
growing, as new workers are now developing faster than the old ones are dying.

Endnotes & extra pointers:
Always carefully visually inspect your package bees before opening up the package; it is normal for a few dead bees to be at the
bottom, but if there is a very large amount of mortality (more than a 1/2 inch of dead bees in the bottom), you will probably
want to document that by taking some pictures and then letting your package bee supplier know, your bee breeder may be
willing to provide you with a replacement package. If your queen does not arrive alive, a reputable breeder will almost always
replace her (along with your entire package), since you cannot start a new colony without a mated queen bee.
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While not required for success, first-time beekeepers will always benefit from having access to another more
experienced beekeeper! If your area has one, we always recommend that you consider joining your local Beekeepers
Association or Guild! There is a tremendous amount of knowledge, resources, and support to be found throughout
the beekeeping community, and practically all beekeepers enjoy sharing their passion and experience with new
beekeepers. Becoming a part of a local beekeeping community is a fantastic way to learn more quickly, gain
camaraderie, and multiply your impact.

What if my bees sting someone?
Honeybees are non-aggressive, and will typically only sting when defending their hive or deliberately provoked, stings are even
more rare when bees are flying outside away from their hive. That said, if you know that you have a child or neighbor with a severe
allergy to bee stings, we encourage you to exercise caution by obtaining their explicit approval before installing a hive. Under no
circumstances can BEEcosystem be held liable for bee stings. You, the beekeeper, undertake beekeeping and its liabilities at your
own risk. Customers, as beekeepers, bear the responsibility of consulting and complying with any local or state regulations and
ordinances.

What if my bees die, or my colony swarms and leaves the hive?
During the winter months, even in many moderate climates, honeybee colonies become quite dormant, and will be visibly less
active. This is a normal part of their life cycle, slowing their metabolisms and conserving energy throughout the winter months
when they cannot fly to forage for pollen and nectar, and must rely solely on their stores of honey reserves for calorie intake.
Colony Collapse Disorder presents a serious ongoing problem, but BEEcosystem customers can become a part of the solution:
creating more localized honeybee genetic diversity, and getting more people, especially young people, interested in beekeeping.
Even expert beekeepers will often experience a loss of 1/3 of their colonies each year due to CCD. This means the death of a colony
it is not a failure, but just a part of practicing beekeeping and helping to make a difference. BEEcosystem colonies that fail can be
re-started the following season with the installation of a new nuc colony or package of bees sourced from a honeybee breeder.
While generally not desirable to beekeepers, swarming is a natural reproductive process, and can happen for a number of reasons
—these include the congestion of available brood space where the queen runs out of room to lay her eggs, a colony that perceives
their queen to be weak or failing, poor hive ventilation, and even genetic factors.

FAQs
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Swarming can be discouraged through active hive management, including providing adequate space for a colony to grow before
they need it (by adding another HexHive to your BEEcosystem) and by destroying swarm cells. If a colony does swarm, its chances
of producing a large honey crop are very diminished—but on the plus side, swarms that successfully establish themselves
elsewhere do help to create a greater honeybee genetic diversity in the local gene pool.

Should I be feeding continually?
At times when the natural nectar flow is low or a colony just needs a seasonal boost, honeybees like to be fed sugar water as
“freebie” calories. Basically, this consists of simple syrup made from a mix of 50%-75% sugar by volume. BEEcosystem’s convenient
hive-top feeder allows feeding to be done easily even indoors, by preparing your sugar solutions right in standard mason jars.
Simply heat the water to dissolve granulated table sugar, and always make sure to let the solution cool before feeding; poke a few
holes in the lid, and invert your mason jar overtop of your BEEcosystem hive to begin feeding. Refill/replace mason jars as needed
for continual feeding.

Can I harvest honey?
BEEcosystem honey is harvested raw as unprocessed cut comb. If you are a first-time beekeeper who has not consulted someone
with more experience, we recommend that you wait until the end of your second full beekeeping season to harvest honey—this
gives your colony an extra year to strengthen its honey reserves and really establish itself. Overharvesting can be a devastating
rookie mistake, as bees will sometimes starve over the winter even if the beekeeper attempts to take corrective actions through
feeding. If your BEEcosystem hive consists of more than 1 HexHive unit, you may have chosen to install a queen excluders to keep
brood comb outside of your honey-only HexHive. If this does not apply to your situation, you can still readily identify honeycomb
from brood comb by a quick visual inspection. Capped honeycomb is white, and appears relatively smooth across its surface,
whereas capped brood comb ranges from more of a yellow to a brownish color with individual caps that bulge out a bit over each
wax cell.

To harvest, you will need to open your BEEcosystem hive outdoors, and you will likely want to wear your protective gear and bring
along your smoker, hive tool, and bee brush. Whether you remove a whole top bar frame of capped honey, or just a small section,
you can simply cut the honey away with a sharp kitchen knife. Once you’re done, close up your hive and put it back on the wall-
mount, re-attaching to the additional HexHives if your BEEcosystem hive consists of multiple. (If you were previously using a queen
excluder and this is your only fall harvest, always remember to remove the excluder before winter!)
Honeycomb can be processed in several ways, by crushing and straining, uncapping and dripping, vacuum extraction, and plenty of
other creative methods. However, honey can also be enjoyed raw as cut comb! Beeswax is edible, and the honey also dissolves
from the wax readily in hot beverages like tea and coffee. Enjoy the fruits of your (and your bees’) labor!
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BEEcosystem aims to provide high quality products and customer satisfaction. Before shipment, products are inspected and tested
thoroughly to ensure quality. BEEcosystem will consider each request on a case-by-case basis.

BEEcosystem cannot be held responsible for damages or complications related to delivery location, weather, improper installation,
improper usage, unauthorized repairs and/or modifications, and/or normal wear and tear. Even though products are water-
resistant, all products are considered for indoor use only and are designed for minimal exterior use or exposure to liquids,
especially precipitation. All wooden components are made by hand and slight variations from piece to piece will occur; these are
not considered defects and will not be eligible for refunds or replacement.

Proprietary Rights:

All products supplied are proprietary to BEEcosystem and/or its licensors. BEEcosystem, its licensors or suppliers retain all
proprietary rights in and to any products sold.

Sales convey no license. Hardware and products are sold by BEEcosystem subject to the condition that the sale does not convey
any license, under any proprietary claim covering complete equipment, or any assembly, method or process in which any such
products are used as components. BEEcosystem and its suppliers reserve all rights under such proprietary claims.

Limitation of liability:

To the extent applicable by law BEEcosystem shall under no circumstances be liable for special, incidental, or consequential
damages including loss of profit or opportunity, personal injury or death, which may be suffered or incurred howsoever arising
directly or indirectly from the negligence or otherwise of BEEcosystem. Customers agree by purchasing products from
BEEcosystem that they hold BEEcosystem harmless from any and all claims, loss or damage to personal property, liabilities and
costs, including attorney’s fees or third party claims that might result from use of BEEcosystem products. If this limitation is illegal
under another state or jurisdiction, persons can only claim real damages to the extent that these damages can be proven.

Warranty
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Questions?
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We are here to help! Don't hesitate to contact the BEEcosystem team directly!
 

Email: info@beecosystem.eu
Phone: (+31) 6 28 41 54 61


